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Look back to International Day 2017 (School festival)
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Comic Illustration Course, Grade 1
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· The Debut of my dream job, Singer
International Day 2017 (School festival) was held in TECH.C. on June 10th & 11th. Displayed exhibitions,
· Special Lecture
stages and food projects were mainly held and planned by students. There were cosplay contests, talk show
of special guest, Max Murai. It became a successful International day. Executive committee was formed in
P.3
March. Freshman students used homeroom class or the time after school to prepare International Day from
· Company Project · Student Interviews
April. For example, in food project, students planned the menu, suppliers, selling price and the design of
· Employment
the food stands with their classmates. Also, there was a presentation called “Okunijiman”, which helped to
know cultures of many countries.
Erik, a student who made a presentation in “Okunijiman” to introduced America, and also joined the team of “Ebi Daimao” in food projects. He said, “Through the International
Day, I got experience to cooperate with other people.” By the way, team “Ebi Daimao” got sales No.1, and was commended for their team work. We believe that getting friends
and cooperating with other people from different majors, classes, grades through the festival, will be a good experience for the future. We are looking forward to next year!

School Festival・International Day 2017
As an executive committee member,
worked with Japanese students!

Lead the school festival!

GU MINGXIANG

KO CHIA TSUN

Taiwan / Ustunomiya Nikken Institute
of Technology Japanese department
Tokyo Film Center School of Arts
Grade 2

Taiwan / Wenzao Ursline University of Languages
Osaka Animation School
Creative department / Novelist Course

Performanced on the stage

School Festival was held on June 10th and 11th, 2017. Not only Japanese students,
but also foreign students participated to planning and operations actively.
1. Which part did you responsible for?
I joined the executive committee to help students for thinking about ideas of their
projects.
As a store manager of our food stand, I considered all things about the store,
including menu, design of the store, uniforms, and even making refreshment
and selling.
2. What was the most enjoyable thing in school festival?
I was glad to produce products with juniors. There were many customers came
to our stand and bought our hand-made food, I was happy to hear they said our
food was delicious.
3. What’s your plan in school and internship in your future?
I am going to produce more creations and shoot more films with my partners
before I graduate.

This time, we interviewed Ms.Ko who majors in novelist course. In school festival,
students in every course have to responsible for some parts. Ms.Ko, as a leader
of her course, was playing an active part in school festival.
“The reason why I applied the position of leader is that the quiz corner in our
course last year was not so fun. I want to produce a corner that can show the
features of our course. So in this
year, we sold the short story books
and the juice . Members wrote the
stories, and classmates in comic
& illustrator helped us to complete
the illustrations. Through this
experience, I realized the importance
of cooperating with team members. I
will make good use of this experience
to my study or life in the future.
Picture of booth
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Dream of Debut Comes True
Contractor: Tamura Corporation
Occupation: singer

LAURA FERNANDEZ

Spain
Kansai College of Business and Language
Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya campus
Singer Songwriter / Grade 2
Laura Cox, an international student of Tokyo School of Music,
Shibuya campus, has contracted an agreement as a singer
with a production company.
She came to Japan to study Japanese at the language school
in Osaka from Spain. After graduating from Japanese
language school, she entered Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya
campus. Through the auditions what she has taken, such as
new face excavations, she finally joined her production
company now. She has uploaded four songs on Youtube. You
can search “ Lau Cox” to hear her beautiful singing voice!
The reason why I decided to study at Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya
Campus is that they provide fullfilled support for foreign students and also
for a debut. After the program of a personal consultation and trial lesson,I
descided to apply to the school. I thought this school is good for my
musical acitivites in Tokyo because it’s located in Sibuya , the center area
of entertainment. So there are many chances for foreign students like me.
I had a dream to sing my original songs, not someone wrote. When I was
writing many songs, I had a new face scouting audition which held in our
school every year. Moreover, I passed the audition with my original song.
In this event, the people involved in various entertainment industry come to
school listening to a performance and having an interview with student’s
profile. That is a good chance for students like us.

Campus, I wrote a song with other students of different courses and wrote
lyrics on songs someone composed. I made a band, named 4 months
Family(4MF) with other 3 students, and it was very enjoyable. I contracted
with TAMURA CORPORATION now. It’s hard to sing at other places often,
but I can sing at school events as a member of the band.
*How’s the atmosphere of the school and the lesson?
The comfortable atmosphere and having good relationship with everyone
regardless of courses and ages are good points of the school. Teachers teach
seriously, but never forget smiling and laughing. I like vocal training lesson
especially. Due to the small group teaching, students are taught one by one.
Classmates are all like family to me, we cry, laugh and agony together.

*The story of the Debut
After finishing my presentation, I handed my profile to 5 companies and
got intervewed. TAMURA CORPORATION is the last company that I got
interveiwed within 5 companies. I was the last interviewee and the
interview time has already passed.
“You sing very well. But it becomes nothing only have skill.There are lots of
people who sing well. You can’t survive, if you don’t have any special
things to touch someone’s heart.” The interviewer, Mr.Tamura said. I
disappointed at that time because I realised that I am still an immature.
After few days, I was interviewed again with Mr.Tamura. I got a chance to
sing ,and finaly I contracted with TAMURA CORPORATION.
*What kind of lessons did you get?
I think studying Japanese is very important. Tokyo School of Music,
Shibuya Campus teaches basic skill of vocal. The most helpful training was
breathing. I could realise the changing of my voice after I mastered
breathing method. I also learned vocalization, posture, gazes, etc. I have to
pay attantion to many things when I am singing, not only voice.
* What kind of activities did you do?
When I lived in Osaka, I joined a cover band and usually had a concert at
the weekend. For school festival in Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya
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Company Project
Internship at "HILTON NISEKO VILLAGE"

YUNITA NIDYA SUSANT
Indonesia
Osaka International School
of Culture and Language

Osaka School of Culinary Arts
Confectionary and Bread Making
Patissier corse / grade 2

As a part of learning cooking and confectionery, YUNITA participated in a
four-week industry internship. The place of the internship was at HILTON
NISEKO VILLAGE. The hotel faces Mount Yotei, which represents the mountain
in Hokkaido. It's located at the foot of the Niseko Annupuri Mountain. From
Spring to Autumn, it
offers golf, tennis,
horse-riding, river
rafting, hot‐air balloon
and other outdoor activities. In winter, it
becomes a sliver world, you can enjoy ski and
hot springs there. The hotel welcomes
customers warmly not only Japanese, but also
foreigners. As an internship participant,
YUNITA said, “I got sick after arriving there. I
fully realized the importance of health care
when working. In addition, I have improved
the abilities in time-keeping and skills of
communication when I made products. In
oreder to build a hotel which could feel the
spirit of Japan that never had before, I hope I
can make good use of this experience and
improve myself more." It seems that YUNITA
has reaped a good harvest and got a big goal
from the internship.
YUNITA & HUANG

I started classical piano music from high school and
wrote songs sometimes. When I became 23 year-old,
I started to consider a career in music. After entering
TSM, the school life is really happy. I like the
moments that producing something and having
inspirations with my classmates who have same
dream with me. This time, as producers, songwriters
and music arrangers, we produced a theme song for
Kidzania in a team. The song was adopted. Also, it
was uploaded and played in the official site of
Kidzania. Everyone was happy for the result. I want to
use music to encourage depressive people.
Producing good music that can only be created by
“PARK JUNESOO”, is my goal now.

Student Interviews
Participated in theme song production
of Japanese enterprise

PARK JUNESOO
Korea
Toyo Language School

Tokyo School of Music and Dance
Music producer corese / grade 3

Employment
Got offer from famous IT company !
Working as a IT Engineer ＠ GMO Internet, Inc.

GOMEZ SANTANA CHRISTIAN

Republic of Colombia
Kudan Institude of
Japanese Language & Culture

Tokyo Design Technology Center
Super IT Engineer course Grade 4

GOMEZ not only studied programming but also
joined the team to create system and applications
positively when he was in school. Also, he has
received awards from Hackathon and Ideathon,
those events are held flourishingly in IT industry.
Participants are required to create new applications
and projects within a limited time. In third year of
school, he participated
in many industry
Hackathon
trainings of many
famous companies, such as mixi, RAKUTEN, VOYAGE, Cyberagent,
NTTdocomo, Gnavi, and got good reputations from those companies. At
exhibition for the end-of-year projects, many companies expressed that
they would like to work with him in the future. Finally, he decided to join
GMO Internet, Inc. which is his first choice. We are looking forward to all
of his continued successes as he endeavored.
internship

Jikei COM International Center Notice
Other articles can be found in the Japanese Version of TODAY!
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